
 
 
Video Transcript – Malcolm Seibly 
FOR VINEYARDS SECTION: 
 
Introduction 
3. I’m Malcolm Seibly. I’m the winemaker for Sterling Vineyards made-with-organic-
grapes wines. 
 
Grower Relationships 
7. Well, winemaking and grape growing, uh, is all about relationships and I found that 
working with organic grape growers who are on the same page, we, uh, agree on cultural 
practices, how the grape should be grown, what the crop levels should be, timing of 
harvest. I just find that I’m more in sync with, uh, a lot of my organic grape growers, uh, 
just on a daily basis as I visit the vineyards. 
 
15. I found myself over the years as a winemaker tending to lean towards the organic 
grape growers that I’ve been working with. I’ve been making several lots from these, uh, 
organic vineyards, not necessarily going into organic wines, but still in – even in 
conventional wines, [start here] I’ve found myself leaning towards working with these 
people and preferring these lots of wine. I can’t exactly put my finger on it. There’s a 
quality difference, and I think it just expresses the – the soil and the site and the grape 
growing regime and the climate that’s so special in Mendocino County. I think all these 
wines really just nail it, what Mendocino wine quality is all about. It’s a great, great 
growing region, and we’re getting great organic grapes from that area. 
 
Where do you source the grapes? 
9. Well, there’s a number of vineyards, uh, mostly family-owned that we source our 
organic grapes from, and a lot of these farms have been in these families for generations. 
They’re farming pretty much the way their parents and grandparents farmed, and – which 
is staying really close to the vines, uh, watching, uh, you know, the weather, watching if 
there’s any, uh, pests or fungicide, [stop here] uh – 
 
What is the difference between organically grown grapes and grapes grown in a 
conventional manner? 
17. I feel very fortunate to be working with these small, family-run, family-owned, uh, 
vineyards that are producing great organic grapes. It’s like turning the clock back 70, 80 
years, going back to when our grandparents were gr – growing grapes and making wines. 
And I get to take those grapes and use today’s modern wine technology to craft the 
Sterling Vineyards made-from-organic-grapes wines. 
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How do vineyard activities differ for growing organic grapes and conventional 
grapes? 
14. Well, I – I think of the vineyard as like a living ecosystem and the, uh – the more, uh, 
beneficial microbes you have in the soil and the soil’s alive and you’ve got the beneficial 
insects in the vineyard, uh, like the ladybugs, and you’ve got some predator wasps maybe 
keeping down the pest populations, uh, just have a real nice living system that is going to 
naturally be healthy and also goes beyond sustainable. It’s – it’s going to actually take 
care of itself with, you know, help from the grape grower obviously. But it’s going to be 
much healthier system than if you’re feeding chemical fertilizers to the vines and 
spraying herbicides and then spraying, you know, synthetic pesticides to keep pests 
down. That’s kind of an artificial ecosystem. 
 

FOR WINEMAKING/PEOPLE SECTION: 
Green Movement Evolution 
5. Well, I think there’s a, uh, growing movement here in California, not only, uh, for 
organically grown produce and dairy products, but now wine has, uh, really gained a lot 
of momentum over the last few years. A lot of organic vineyards are, uh, being certified 
as we speak up and down the state of California. And Mendocino County is especially a 
focal point for that and, uh, we’re starting our program at Mendocino – at Mendocino 
County, ground zero for the organic grape growing movement. 
 
What was the process of getting certified like? 
21. It was amazing the process that we had to go through in order to get ors – organic 
certification on these wines. From the vineyard to the winery, winemaking, the entire 
process all the way through had to be documented, closely scrutinized and examined, and 
we had a – up to a team of eight people working on this project as far as, uh, certifying all 
this with the CCOF, uh, and it took weeks and weeks, but when it was finally all through, 
we felt it was well worth it. We got the wines in the bottle and we’re just sitting back now 
and just enjoying this. 
 
How do you feel about working with organically grown grapes? 
16. Uh, this, uh, organic grape growing movement that’s going on in Mendocino County, 
I’m really happy to be a part of it. [start here:]We’re happy to have, uh, wines from 
Mendocino, uh, made from organically grown grapes. There’s something about this 
movement that’s going on. You just feel that it’s got to be better for the environment, 
better for the earth. Uh, you know, it’s going to be, uh, less harmful, less impactful on the 
environment, and we’re getting excellent fruit that make excellent wines, and there’s just 
something, uh, about doing all this that makes me feel good. I feel like I’m part of s – 
some movement that is really going to have a great impact at the end. 
 
How do you feel about the resulting wines? 
26. I’m really proud of these Sterling Vineyards made-with-organic-grapes wines. Uh, 
despite all the effort that we’ve had to go through, all of the, uh, monitoring and – and 
certification and everything that, uh, I’ve been involved in, I’ve really enjoyed making 
these wines, working with the grape growers, working at the winery, and I hope you 
enjoy them too. 
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